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Many atoms, molecules and clusters form protonized compounds with a wide occurence in nature,
from dilute gases to solution-type systems. Often these species can only be formed by gas phase
reactions, not by the more common electron removal from neutral compounds. Through their ef-
ficient reactions with neutrals, ions are essential for chemical activity in dilute and cold media.
Important protonized species are, among many others, H+

3 , HeH+, H3O+, and the protonized water
clusters (H2O)nH+. The pathways and mechanisms of their photofragmentation,mainly at pho-
ton energies in the VUV and above, are mostly unexplored experimentally in spite of their wide
occurrence in media penetrated by energetic photons. Moreover, many of these species are bench-
mark systems for quantum chemical studies involving elementary molecular structure (H+3 , HeH+)
as well as fragmentation dynamics following inner valence excitation and ionization (H3O+ and
the protonized water clusters). Within the development of the ion infrastructure TIFF at FLASH,
photofragmentation has been measured for HeH+ [1], H3O+ [2] and, very recently, on H+3 and
protonized water dimers and trimers.
Event-by-event fragmentation studies of protonized ions,produced by ion chemistry under dis-
charge conditions, become uniquely possible with energetic ion beams and the intense high-energy
photon pulses from FLASH. The TIFF device (Trapped Ion Fragmentation at FLASH) set up for
this purpose applies sources of molecular ions with currents of several tens of nanoampères and a
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Figure 1: Identification of the main photofragmentation channel H3O++ [(3a1)
−1] → H2O+ (A 2A1) + H+

of H3O+ at 13.5 nm [2] using fast-beam three-dimensional velocity imaging (4.24 keV ions) with the bias-
potential method on the “near” detector. (a) Correlation ofnormalized transverse and longitudinal velocities
(ρF /τF and1/τF , respectively) without bias (∼5100 hits), showing the parabolic structure of a two-body
decay; (b) same correlation at 75 V bias in the interaction zone (∼8700 hits), showing acceleration of the
fragments corresponding to H+ (black dashed line) rather than H+

2 (red) and identifying the two-body decay
H2O+ + H+; (c) distribution of kinetic energy releasesEk from the correlation map with ionized H3O+

orbital and H2O+ final state indicated.



system for ion-beam guiding, pulsing and trapping at keV kinetic energies with a crossed-beam ion-
photon interaction zone. Multichannel-plate fragment imaging detectors are arranged close to the
ion beam axis behind the crossed-beam interaction region. The ion interaction zone lies upstream
of the user platform in the PG2 beamline at FLASH.
For analyzing the photofragmentation pathways of polyatomic protonized molecules, techniques
were developed at TIFF in order to identify the neutral as well as the ionized atomic or molecular
fragments, event-by-event, from the crossed-beam interaction zone by fast-beam three-dimensional
velocity imaging. Two multihit delay line detectors, whoseaxes coincide with the ion beam direc-
tion, are installed at∼0.87 m from the beam crossing (“far” detector, sensitive to neutral fragments
and covering angles up to∼2.2◦) and at∼0.26 m (“near” detector, sensitive to light charged and
neutral fragments and covering an angular range of about2.5◦ to 8.5◦ with a central opening). The
“near” detector was taken into operation recently and, after stray light optimization, could be oper-
ated at a low background from scattered FLASH photons in spite of its large open area exposed to
the interaction region. An electric bias potential in the interaction zone is used in a new procedure
for analysing fragment charges and masses by time-of-flightmeasurements.
Valence ionization of H3O+ at 13.5 nm (91.8 eV photons) was observed recording about 5000 frag-
mentation events per hour with 40 FLASH (micro)pulses per second,∼15µJ per pulse and∼60 nA
ion beam. The fragments on the “near” detector were analyzedby recording the correlation of their
velocity components parallel and perpendicular to the ion beam and by observing shifts in their
times-of-flight as a function of the bias potential at the crossing point. This method identifies them
as protons from the two-body channel H2O+ + H+ (see Fig. 1); from the measured energy release,
they mainly originate from the ionization of an electron from the lone pair (3a1 orbital) in H3O+

and generate the H2O+ product in the state A2A1 excited by 1.7 eV. On the “far” detector, neutral
fragments are observed with a high yield; by coincidence measurements with the “near” detector,
they are identified as ground-state OH molecules produced together with two protons.
The recent measurements on H+

3 and on protonized water dimers and trimers have yielded fragmen-
tation data with similar rates as for H3O+ and are presently under analysis. Moreover, in further
measurements on HeH+, the ion beam trapping option of TIFF was successfully implemented, per-
forming FLASH photodissociation with vibrationally relaxed ions extracted from the ion beam trap
after 50–150 ms of storage. Considerable influence of vibrational excitation in HeH+ photodisso-
ciation is predicted in recent theoretical work [3] triggered by the TIFF experiment [1]. The new
measurements, whose analysis is in progress, were devoted also to the channel HeH+ → H + He+

not covered in the first study [1].
Activities are underway to realize photoelectron spectroscopy from crossed-beam interaction of
ions with FLASH. Because of the low target density, this requires the development of electron
spectrometers operating at very low base pressures (down to10−11 mbar). The measurements aim
at detecting non-local autoionization processes [4] in molecular clusters around cationic centers
and at studying related fragmentation processes.
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